Isomerism has been a key concern of chemists since von Liebig and Wöhler isolated silver fulminate and silver cyanate.
[1] Isomers may possess dramatically different biological or materials properties, and so understanding isomerism and controlling isomer distribution are critically important concerns in contemporary chemistry. The two main classes of isomers, structural isomers and stereoisomers, can be further classified as chain (skeletal), positional, and functional-group isomers for the former, and enantiomers and diastereomers for the latter.
Polyhedra abound in inorganic chemistry and in theory offer possibilities for positional (permutational) isomerism from exchange of vertex atoms that are not readily available in the purely organic domain. Despite this promising possibility, "reversible cluster core isomerism remains a rare phenomenon".
[2] The smallest closo polyhedron with distinguishable vertices is the trigonal bipyramid, with two three-connected apical vertices and three four-connected equatorial vertices, and thus interchange of different atoms occupying these distinct vertex types in a trigonal bipyramidal cluster constitutes the archetypal polyhedral permutational isomerism. We demonstrate herein the use of the capping reagent [Rh(CO)2(η 5 -C5Me4H)] in the construction of the first examples of tungsten--rhodium--iridium clusters, report the syntheses and crystallographic confirmation of permutational isomers with a trigonal bipyramidal core framework, describe kinetic studies that define the rate of their interconversion, suggest a mechanism for their isomerization, and disclose preliminary studies of their chemical and physical properties: phosphine substitution is permutational-isomerspecific, while linear optical and nonlinear optical behavior is isomer-distinct. , respectively: Table^^S5, Supporting Information) are greater than typical values for intramolecular processes such as ligand migration about cluster cores (for which activation energies usually fall within the range ~20--80^^kJ^mol
), [4] which is consistent with a significant structural reorganization involving metal sites exchanging and carbonyl ligands migration.
Cross-over experiments of 1^a and [Mo2RhIr2(CO)9(η 1^a and 2^a, respectively, but no interconversion was observed by NMR spectroscopy, [7] presumably a result of the stronger analogous Ir<C->Ir and Ir<C->W bonds.
Preliminary studies of the chemical and physical properties of the permutational isomers 1^a and 2^a were then undertaken. Reaction of PPh3 with 2^a at room temperature proceeded slowly and by two pathways: isomerization between 1^a and 2^a, and phosphine substitution (Figures^^S19--S20, Supporting Information). After five^^days, the isomerization reached a dynamic equilibrium at room temperature (ratio 1^a/2^a 1:1.35) while ligand substitution was still proceeding slowly. This 1^a/2^a ratio is smaller than that from the isomerization reaction between 1^a and 2^a ( ).
Although examples of skeletal, [9] functional-group, [10] and permutational [11] transitionmetal cluster isomers are extant, the present study is unusual in affording an example of dynamic permutational isomerism with the smallest closo-cluster core for which vertices are distinguishable. Examples of reversible cluster-core isomerism for which kinetic data are available are rare. [9c--f,^11a,b,^12] In the current work, kinetic and thermodynamic data and 8 experimental studies support a permutational isomerism mechanism involving interchange between two trigonal bipyramidal cores by an edge-bridged tetrahedral transition state; the weaker Rh<C->M bonds in these heterotrimetallic clusters are suggested as the sites of bond cleavage/formation. The present studies have also afforded the opportunity to contrast the chemical and physical properties of permutational isomers. The permutational isomers have distinct linear optical properties and differing optical power limiting performance. Iridium is the preferred site of ligand substitution at Group^^6 metal-iridium clusters, [13] and phosphine substitution is restricted in the current system to the permutational isomer with the sterically accessible apical iridium atom.
Experimental Section
Detailed experimental procedures for the syntheses of 1^a/2^a--4^a/4^b, spectroscopic and X-ray crystallographic characterization data, kinetic data, and nonlinear absorption data are reported in the Supporting Information. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.
